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Viewbank (ruin)

South side of the former
store, with the fireplace of the
former house at right.

The entry to the former larder
(east face).

Embanked earth at the rear of
former food store.

Detail of south face.
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Statement of Significance

What is significant?

The collapsed log structure at Viewbank is of massive construction, and comprises double thickness logs walls
with the cavities filled with earth. There is a rammed earth embankment at the rear (west). The logs have
chocked corners fixed with iron pins. The corner posts have U shaped terminations accommodating cross beams.
There is evidence of notches cut for a cross beam to carry the roof in the centre of both sides. The remnant roof
structure comprises beams oriented east-west. It is possible that the roof was pugged with earth as a sealant. No
evidence survives of the original entry.

How is it significant?

The log ruin is of local historical and technological significance.

Why is it significant?

The log ruin at Viewbank (built after 1882), on the Elmore-Raywood Road at Summerfield, is of local historical
and technological significance. It is historically significant (Criterion A) for providing evidence of a farmstead at
Summerfield, a small farming community east of Raywood, which was settled from the 1860s. The property was
occupied by Thomas Hocking and his family from 1882, and the Hocking family retained ownership of the site
until the 1990s. The ruin demonstrates an innovative approach to building a food store on an isolated farm,
making use of available materials and vernacular construction. Thomas Hocking, although apparently a settler of
limited means, was inventive and resourceful in his approach to this building. This is demonstrated through the
use of the massive timbers and other construction techniques which remain evident, such as the double
thickness log walls with earth-filled cavities, and the use of the rammed earth embankment to the rear. Hocking
also built another house of bark and mud at Tandarra. The log ruin at Viewbank is also significant as a rare
surviving example (Criterion B), albeit in a depleted state, of a log structure in the Bendigo goldfields region,
where log construction was recorded from the early 1850s. The subject ruin is additionally rare for the use of the
massive timbers in its construction and as a surviving (and assumed to be) purpose-built food store originally
associated with a 1880s selection. Technologically (Criterion F), the Viewbank ruin is significant for
demonstrating an approach to the use of locally available materials (timber and earth) in the construction of a
domestic farm building in the 1880s and for the use of particularly large timbers in the construction, as well as
earth-filled cavities and the utilisation of the rammed earth embankment. These aspects of the design would also
have provided insulating benefits.
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4. Transforming and managing the land 5. Building Victoria's industries and workforce 6. Building towns cities and
the garden state
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The collapsed log structure at Viewbank, a property on the north side of the Elmore-Raywood Road at
Summerfield, is of massive construction, and comprises double thickness logs walls with the cavities filled with
earth. There is a rammed earth embankment at the rear (west). The logs have chocked corners fixed with iron
pins. The corner posts have U shaped terminations accommodating cross beams. There is evidence of notches
cut for a cross beam to carry the roof in the centre of both sides. The remnant roof structure comprises beams
oriented east-west. It is possible that the roof was pugged with earth as a sealant. No evidence survives of the
original entry.

The location of the former farmhouse (demolished) is indicated by the brick fireplace approximately three metres
from the entrance to the larder. Former farm outbuildings survive in poor condition. An avenue of gums leads to
the former farmhouse from the Elmore-Raywood road at the south.

This place/object may be included in the Victorian Heritage Register pursuant to the Heritage Act 2017. Check
the Victorian Heritage Database, selecting 'Heritage Victoria' as the place source.

For further details about Heritage Overlay places, contact the relevant local council or go to Planning Schemes
Online http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/
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